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For Regular Worship single recital i.e. Ek paths of Totakashtakam Tamil Viditakhila Sastra is also
sufficient. You can recite Mantra or Stotra of Bhagwan Mahadev for108 times in a single go i.e. 108
bar paths of thesame, but it has to be with complete devotion and without haste. Single recital of
108 tamil padamas can be performed at a time without the need to gather 108 times in order to
complete the recital in 108 paths in the same session. The recital can be done as many times as
desired. Worship is being considered as complete once the 108 paths of Tamil are recited in the

same session. You can do the following worship as much as you like. 108 Tamils are assembled with
all speed at the appropriate time. After Durga Puja Sri Nagaraj has been given a high amount of

money by villagers for the welfare of Durga Puja, is the correct time to do it. Namaskaram!!!! Can
you please mail me the Kanchi Mutt swasthi vachanam only in PDF format either in Tamil o Kannada.
Since my house vadhiyar is from Sringeri. We live in North of Bangalore. Your reply will be of much
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